
Technology Companies’ Upside 

Here are stocks that are trading at about half the earnings multiples of the S&P 500 index, stocks that 
could rise 35% to 30% next year and still be affordable at a sector comparison rate.  

Apple Inc (AAPL) is trading down -14% of its six-month high since introducing its wearable watch 
product and car navigation components. Its partners are trying to counteract what is a global slowdown in 
gadgets and software demand. Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co, that makes chips for Apple’s 
latest iPhone, beat analysts’ earnings estimates in the fourth quarter with its net income down -9% to $2.2 
billion as it develops new and more advanced and resilient components. 

International sales are believed to offset the lowered in December iPhone sales estimates. Further into 
2016, Iran is lined to end sanctions and let international subsidiaries of U.S. companies re-enter the 
markets of industrial exports, smart devices and medical equipment. Experienced franchises in the country 
are oil majors like Royal Dutch Shell plc (RDSA.L) and industrial firms General Electric Co (GE) and The 
Boeing Co (BA).  

Apple may launch on acquiring other businesses similar to its very successful advertising effort ever since 
the introduction of the Macintosh in 1984 with the same year’s Super Bowl commercial. Musicians on its 
recent video recordings are Canadian singer Feist with the song ‘’1234’’ and Yael Naïm with the song 
‘’New Soul.’’ Now investment considerations may point to taking a toll in media giant Time Warner Inc 
(TWX).  

Time Warner’s assets include crown-jewel premium network HBO, the CNN news network, TBS and 
TNT, which have some sports contracts, and the Warner Bros. studio. 

International Business Machines Corp (IBM) has had a rough three years, most recently concerned about 
sluggishness in worldwide software sales – particularly in Brazil, Russia, India and China, and stronger 
U.S. dollar against other major currencies. The company has stayed afloat the financial swings thanks to 
its business model that includes long-term consulting and tech support in addition to enterprise and cloud 
products and applications.  

IBM shares are down -15% in the past year pointing to possible upside potential in 2016. The stock trades 
at nine times earnings. 

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd (SSNLF) will become the sole manufacturer of its new flagship mobile chip, a 
major boost for the South Korean tech giant as it vies for deals with bigger rival Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing. Smaller 14-nonemeter parts reduce power consumption and lower the consumer cost. The 
company will also produce Qualcomm Inc's (QCOM) new Snapdragon 820 mobile processors. 

Samsung showed its wearable body measurement products, including a smart suit and wellness belt, at the 
consumer electronics show in Las Vegas last month.  

It is now clear that revenues of the virtual reality and augmented reality sectors could hit $80 billion by 
2025, according to research from Goldman Sachs Group Inc (GS). 

Shopping Electronics 

Sony Corp’s (SNE) gaming business is keeping up strong as evident from retail partners like GameStop 
Corp (GME) and their growing demand for Playstation 4. Peer Xbox One created by Microsoft Corp 



(MSFT) is enjoying great popularity as well. The Christmas holiday shopping hype paid off a six-month 
downturn and shares last traded up +7.5% yearly.  

Fujitsu Ltd (FJTSY) last reported about changes in shopping experiences whereby technology is “expected 
to expand the role of sales associates,” according to retail experts at Fujitsu America Inc. Devices are 
focused on smart services management to improve customer relations. Fujitsu, a leading Japanese 
information and communication technology company, reported consolidated revenues of 4.8 trillion yen 
(US$40 billion) for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2015. 

Siemens AG’s (SIEGY) shares are down -18.70% in the past year. Applications in energy and 
manufacturing are vital to its business like the new Siemens cloud for industry, powered by SAP SE’s 
(SAPG.DE) HANA in-memory processing. The company’s health screening and diagnosis topography are 
important as well. The company is adding new features to its established systems: angiography, molecular 
imaging, radiography and ultrasound.  

The Siemens Foundation is now headed to provide funding and technical assistance to young adults in 
Indiana, Iowa, Montana, New Hampshire, Utah and Washington to scale work-based learning 
opportunities. Each state will receive $100,000 and regular coaching calls and site visits will be accessible 
in addition to meetings and advice from national experts. 

For the fourth quarter ended in September Siemens lower earnings reflect its operating margins that 
narrowed. Earnings dropped 43.5% to $1.07 billion compared to $1.89 billion a year earlier. Revenues 
declined 11.8% to $23.76 billion from $26.93 in the same period last year.   

Similar businesses and competitors are ABB Ltd (ABB), Danaher Corp (DHR), Hitachi Ltd (HTHIY), 
Motorola Solutions Inc (MSI), Nokia Corp (NOK), Royal Philips NV (PHG), Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc 
(TMO), and Varian Medical Systems Inc (VAR).  

Driverless Cars 

Trucking and wireless infrastructure are two areas to watch as more vehicles demand wireless connection 
and communication. Interestingly enough Internet data giants Alphabet Inc (GOOG) and Baidu Inc 
(BIDU) have started racing to deliver autonomous vehicle technology alongside car makers like BMW, 
Audi, Ford and Mercedes-Benz.  

The following companies are positioned to supply software and hardware to car makers: Autoliv Inc 
(ALV), Delphi Automotive plc (DLPH), Freescale Semiconductor Ltd (FSL), Nokia, NXP Semiconductors 
NV (NXP), Mobileye NV (MBLY), and STMicroelectronics NV (STM). Making up for industrial and car 
autopilots are also Caterpillar Inc (CAT), Joy Global (JOYG), and Deere & Co (DE).  

Meanwhile, electric car maker Tesla Motors Inc (TSLA) is still going up against competition. The 
company hopes to begin production of its Model 3, a more affordable vehicle than its current offerings, by 
the end of 2017. The next couple of years will not be easy to offset losses. 

Ford Motor Co‘s (F) research and innovation center in Palo Alto, officially launched in January 2015 with 
just 15 employees, now employs some 100 engineers who are auto vehicle experts an researchers. The 
company is partnering with start-ups about networking projects and would provide mentors, instructors, 
and hands-on experience in its lab. 



Kandi Technologies Group Inc (KNDI) in China got the 2015 award of pure electric passenger vehicle of 
the year. It manufactures e-vehicle parts like battery packs, controllers, and air conditioning units. About 
1% of the 21.1 million passenger cars sold in China last year were electric powered. Sales in 2015 exceeded 
the target by 5% thanks to improved joint relations with Geely Automobile Holdings Ltd (175:HK). 

Chip Makers 

Intel Corp (INTC) remains flamboyant amidst today’s booming robotics investing. The company has just 
acquired a robotics startup that charges hotel customers a monthly per-robot fee. Similar firms are Simbe 
Robotics Inc and Fetch Robotics Inc, both selling their produced ware. / 

Intel invested in drone startups Airware Labs Corp (AIRW) and Yuneec Electric Aviation last year, and 
last week it proceeded to acquire German drone maker Ascending Technologies GmbH.  

The company was very active in its acquisition moves during the period 2010 – 2012, so adding more 
software engineers to develop computer security and wireless technologies. Agreements to purchase assets 
included companies McAfee Inc (MFE) at $7.68 billion, Infineon Technologies AG (IFX: GR), Cairo-based 
SySDSoft, Fulcrum Microsystems Inc (a company specializing in network switches), Telmap at $300 
million to $350 million (Israeli-based navigation software company), and the 15% shares of ASML Holding 
NV (ASML) for $3.1 billion to accelerate the development of 450-millimeter wafer technology and extreme 
ultraviolet lithography by as much as two years. In June 2009, Intel acquired Wind River Systems Inc, a 
provider of connecting devices and commercial real-time operating system.  

In July 2013, Intel confirmed the acquisition of Omek Interactive Ltd, an Israeli company that makes 
technology for gesture-based interfaces, at $50 million to $30 million. The acquisition of a Spanish natural 
language recognition and conversing startup named Intelligent Dialogue Systems (INDISYS) was 
announced in September.   

In December 2014, Intel bought password management and application firm PasswordBox that is an 
industry award winner based in Montreal. In January 2015, Intel purchased a 30% stake in Vuzix Corp 
(VUZI), a smart glasses manufacturer, in a deal worth $24.8 million. 

In February 2015, Intel announced its agreement to purchase German network chipmaker Lantiq to 
expand its range of chips in devices with Internet connection capability. In June the company headed to 
purchase Altera Corp (ALTR), a designer of field programmable gate arrays, for $16.7 billion – in its 
largest acquisition to date. The deal completed in December.  

Acquired company  Business development Location Deal price 

Aepona Holdings Ltd software defined networking Ireland n/a 

Avago Technologies Ltd semiconductors United States $650 million 

BASIS International Ltd wearable tech products United States n/a 

Mashery Inc cloud software; application 
programming interfaces 

United States $180 million 

Recon Instruments Inc wearable products United States $175 million 

Silicon Hive B.V. digital signal processing Netherlands n/a 



Stonesoft Corp security Finland $389 million 

 

Qualcomm Inc’s (QCOM) stock fell 34% as one of the worst performers last years. The semiconductor 
maker faced lawsuits and a slowdown in China; and it lost Samsung‘s Galaxy S series as a customer for its 
mobile chip technology. 

Advanced Micro Devices Inc (AMD) has faced slowing PC sales and is expected to post earnings results 
on January 19. The stock gained 15.3% in the past six months but lost -5.4% for the year. The shares have 
been among most shorted Nasdaq holdings.  

Other stocks of short trading interest on the Nasdaq are Frontier Communications Corp (FTR), Groupon 
Inc (GRPN), MannKind Corp (MNKD), and Sirius XM Holdings Inc (SIRI). 

Infineon Technologies AG (IFX: GR) is now working to improve the 3D image sensor chips in its smart 
phones. So it partnered with PMDTechnologies GmbH, a pixel architecture expert based in Siegen, 
Germany. The combined REAL3 family product of very small size is enriching the user gaming 
experience. 

Clients require suitable indoor navigation, storage and higher camera resolution that are achieved via 
high-module motion sensors. According to market reports, the overall 3D integrated circuit market, which 
includes memories, sensors, micro electro mechanical system and lightweight easy debugging service, will 
likely rise at a compound annual growth rate of 80% during 2015–2019.  

Disk drive storage company Western Digital Corp (WDC) is merging with SanDisk Corp (SNDK) 
following lower sales growth in 2015. Access to solid-state drives means the compound products will be 
used in more than 40% of laptops in 2016 compared to only 25% last year.  

Western Digital plans to find new markets for revenue where just one-third comes from PCs. The 
company is expected to earn $7.42 per share next year, which means it trades at just eight times next 
year’s earnings. The estimates do not include the $5 billion in revenue and a near 15% operating margin 
that it will gain from SanDisk. 

Seagate Technology Ltd Co (STX) completed several acquisitions in flash storage and recently partnered 
with Micron Technology Inc (MU) to control more of the hard disk drive market. Seagate is expected to 
earn $4.25 per share next year or trading just eight times 2016 earnings. The company has more than $2 
billion in free cash flow thanks to spending money in buybacks. Seagate pays a dividend yield of 7.4%.  

Its stock price surged 135% for five years but its market value only increased 50%, thereby meaning that 
shares outstanding are reduced by 34% over the same period.  

The storage manufacturer claims it has produced the lowest power to helium-filled drives with 10 terabyte 
capacity. 

Diodes Inc (DIOD), the small-cap circuit builder based in Plano, Texas, bought 70.3% outstanding shares 
of Pericom Semiconductor Corp (PSEM) in a merger deal of 15.4 million shares voted. Shareholders at 
Pericom received $17.75 per share in cash. After the $413-million deal, earnings as well as product and 
accounting margins are seen expanding. 



GigOptix Inc (GIG) with market value of $127.12 million posted higher preliminary fourth-quarter and 
fiscal 2015 revenue. The annual revenue jumped $40.4 million, or up 23% from $32.9 million a year ago. 
The company profits from its high-speed communications line of products used in Web 2.0 original 
equipment and also the industrial application-specific integrated devices. 

Orbotech ATK Inc (ORBK) returned a 16% stock trading profit to its shareholders in just two months. 
The Israeli company caters to the markets with printed circuit boards, liquid crystal displays, and 
semiconductor devices. It is now to supply seven UV laser drilling components to a Japanese manufacturer 
of ceramic-based electronic products and services. 

Sales in the third quarter increased to $190.5 million from $167.28 million a year ago. Net earnings 
climbed to $15.92 million or 37 cents per share, compared to $7.38 million or 17 cents a year earlier.   

IPO Funding 

Venture capital and private funding is indicative of technology-related trends expected in future. Such are 
also initial public offerings looking to win votes from shareholders.  

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd‘s (BABA) affiliate and online payment platform Ant Financial Services Group 
is hoping to raise at least $1.5 billion for its Alipay website ahead of a planned IPO. The company may use 
funds to acquire more business operators, according to media reports.  

Ant Financial made a strategic investment in Indian mobile coupons site Paytm.com in September 2015 
after closing a Series A financing that valued Ant Financial at more than $45 billion. 

Data center providers of cyber security and disaster recovery software (Zerto) have attracted meaningful 
attention of late. The concept of in-hospital and health clinics TV networks (Wafra Partners LP) has just 
this past week drawn interest as well as an implantable glucose monitoring device, developed by 
Senseonics Inc.  

Shares of AliBaba Group Holding Ltd, FitBit Inc (FIT), Twitter Inc (TWTR), and GoPro Inc (GPRO) sit 
at 52 week lows presently. Several more recent IPOs are social media portal Facebook Inc (FB), sports car 
maker Ferrari NV (RACE), e-payment company First Data Corp (FDC), Planet Fitness Inc (PLNT), 
restaurant Shake Shack Inc (SHAK), building materials supplier Summit Materials Inc (SUM), and 
restaurant Wingstop Inc (WING).   

Since U.S. networking equipment maker Motorola split its business in 2011, Motorola Mobility Holdings 
LLC is losing money while Motorola Solutions Inc (MSI) has experienced steady growth and attracted 
shareholders. MSI shares are up +5.42% in the past six months giving a market value of $10.8 billion. 

Microsoft 2016 

In early January Microsoft Corp (MSFT) announced that over 200 million devices were running Windows 
10 although this operating system had only been in existence since July 2015 and PC sales are rolling 
down. According to the International Data Corporation, PC shipments dropped last quarter to levels not 
seen since 2007. Sales were about 10% lower year over year. 

Microsoft is more than a vendor of PC operating systems. In addition to its cloud business the company is 
making the push for Skype for business. It bought Australian company Event Zero, which makes software 



that allows company IT departments to better manage Skype for an enterprise. The Skype program 
already accounts for one-third of the world’s long-distance calls, and it should grow further. 

With the latest Office 365, Microsoft is expanding its role in the automotive industry. It is aiming to 
connect its devices and services to vehicles including Volvo AB (VOLVB) and Nissan Motor Co Ltd 
(NSANY). The challenge is to provide orientation news and navigation without taking the customer data. 

Ford Motor Co and BlackBerry Ltd (BBRY) are running Ford’s patent competitive auto system just like 
Alphabet and Apple are exploring other proprietary cloud versions for cars. 

Important to the software market are bargain stocks like German multinational corporation SAP SE (SAP) 
as well as Microstrategy Inc (MSTR), Blackboud Inc (BLKB), Citrix Systems Inc (CTXS), and Intuit Inc 
(INTU). Depending on the added online subscribers these companies have provided both a top and bottom 
sector line beat.   

Start-ups 

Xiaomi Corp, the top smart phone designer of China, became the most valuable tech start-up presently 
valued at $45 billion. The company was founded four years ago by Chinese businessman Lei Jun and is 
often accused of copying the Apple business model and products. Xiaomi sold more than 70 million smart 
phones in 2015, including the high-quality Nexus 6P, falling short of its 80 million targets.  

The expectation is growth very fast very soon with phones and tablets keeping the 'Mi' logo. The company 
is now worth more than Uber Technologies Inc, the taxi driving application that saves on parking hurdles 
– it went on the market valued at more than $18.2 billion (£11.7 billion). Reports of Uber’s doubling its 
value would be confirmed after it goes public, possibly heads and tips next to General Motors Corp (GM).  

Huawei Technology Co Ltd (002502:CH) said it shipped about 10% of all 1.16 billion Android devices in 
2015. Besides phones it offers smart toys, plastic and cartoon toys, fixed networking switches and support. 

Faraday Future based in Gardena, California, is essentially the brainchild of Chinese media mogul Jia 
Yueting, the billionaire entrepreneur who founded Letv (300104.SZ), also known as the Netflix Inc 
(NFLX) of China. Earlier this year, Yueting announced his desire to build an electric car to compete head-
to-head with those created by Elon Musk’s Tesla Motors. 

Faraday Technology Corp (3035:TT) is based in Taiwan. It makes devices such as its latest cell libraries 
and memory compilers for high performance process. 

Technology Companies 

http://www.nasdaq.com/screening/companies-by-industry.aspx?industry=Technology&exchange=nasdaq&market=NCM

